Tavor Sear Pack
The World’s Finest Triggers

SEAR PACK INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Hammer
Released Position

Hammer Cocked
PosiƟon

***Please note – Be sure the hammer is in the COCKED position
before attempting to remove the Sear Housing Mechanism***
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3. Pull the sear pack out of the housing
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5. Close the bolt carrier stop lever and dry fire the weapon unloaded to make sure everything is
working properly
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3. Pull the sear pack out of the housing
4. With the stock sear pack removed place the TIMNEY sear
pack into the housing and reinsert the locking pins into the
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Function and Safety Check – (Do all function testing with an
UNLOADED Rifle)
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b. Verify the selector switch moves from fire to safe freely
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Step 3 - Final installation
Release bolt carrier stop lever, insert pins and pull the action several times
making sure the bolt action is working properly. Next dry fire the rifle several
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